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i am working as a sophomore in college and i used this textbook as a supplement for my general physics course. so far, i am very satisfied. there were
some things that i appreciated, such as the table of contents with three general topics: newton's laws, einstein's relativity, and quantum mechanics.
this is important because many freshman students start this course with an introduction to classical mechanics before getting into the intricacies of
special relativity. the book also includes a glossary for students to familiarize themselves with the textbook terms (i personally like this feature very
much). the text is easy to follow, and its not too concise or complicated so that beginners will not have a hard time understanding it. this is a great
book for non-science majors such as physics, engineering, math, and biology majors because it covers a broad range of topics regarding classical
mechanics. this book opens with a fairly gentle introduction to classical mechanics. it then proceeds to cover newton's laws, einstein's relativity,
quantum mechanics, statistical mechanics, and thermodynamics. it's one of the best book that i have ever read. it's easy to understand and always has
a clear answer. i highly recommend this book to all the peoples. as often is the case with physics texts that teach introductory physics, this is more of a
collection of semi-independent problems and exercises than a complete textbook. with that said, this is a great text to gain some familiarity with the
fundamentals of physics. with that said, you will need to be willing to spend a ton of time practicing problems, so you can solve these problems.
although all the problems have worked examples and solutions, it is sometimes hard to tell which the authors actually have intended to be the solution
to the problem.
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i evaluated the textbook and can recommend it as a first-semester calculus-based physics course. i note with approval that openstax recognized the
value of outlining and that the problem set at the end of each chapter provides the instructor with the flexibility to decide which methods to adopt into

the classroom. i reviewed this book with an eye to adopting it for my second-semester calculus-based physics course. i like the idea of open source
texts and was hoping that i would find a text as good as the ones that are produced by major publishing houses. frankly, i was a little disappointed. i
feel id have to do more explanation and clarifying in class to compensate for things in the text that are a little vague. that being said, i recognize the
difficulty of producing a text like this without the financial and technical support of a publisher. in the end, i think the text is acceptable. the beauty of
the creative commons license is that i could do a modest amount of work to change it into something that i really like. i reviewed this book with an eye

to adopting it for my second-semester algebra-based calculus course. i like the idea of open source texts and was hoping that i would find a text as
good as the ones that are produced by major publishing houses. frankly, i was a little disappointed. i feel id have to do more explanation and clarifying

in class to compensate for things in the text that are a little vague. that being said, i recognize the difficulty of producing a text like this without the
financial and technical support of a publisher. in the end, i think the text is acceptable. the beauty of the creative commons license is that i could do a

modest amount of work to change it into something that i really like. 5ec8ef588b
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